


• Two books are appealed to answer this question – the 
BIBLE (a faith based appeal) and the Book of Natural things 
(that which we can see and know)  ….  Note these 
scriptures

• Psalm 19:1-6

• Acts 14:15-17

• Hebrews 11:3

– These scriptures encourage us as Christians to not only 
believe in the Bible but also to believe because we know 
the evidence of that which is seen and known.



1. Cause And Effect — The Cosmological Argument        
The Most Reasonable Cause For The Material Universe?
2. Order of The Universe — The Teleological Argument 
The Most Reasonable Cause For Organization?

3. The Irreducible Complexity of Living Things The 
Most Reasonable Cause of Life & its complexities? 
*** todays study focus***

4. Mind, Ethics, & Reason – Anthropological Argument 
The Most Reasonable Explanation For Consciousness?
5. Religion, – The Spiritual Argument                                        
The Most Reasonable Explanation For Man’s desire to Worship, 
Seek God, & The Bible?



The Milky Way Galaxy: Vital Statistics

Diameter 100,000 light years 

Thickness (Nucleus) 20,000 light years 

Thickness (Disc) 2,000 light years 

Number of Stars (1 – 4)00,000,000,000 - estimated

THE SPEED OF LIGHT
60 minutes x 60 seconds = 3600 seconds per hour

3,600 x 24 = 86,400 – (seconds in a day)
86,400 x 365 = 31,536,000 (seconds in a year)

186,000 x 31,536,000= 5,865,696,000,000 (# miles light travels in 1 year) 
5,865,696,000,000 x 100,000 =



The Milky Way



The Size of Our Unique World

• Earth's Circumference at the Equator: 40,075.16 
km 

• Earth's Circumference Between the North and 
South Poles: 40,008 km

• Earth's Diameter at the Equator: 12,756.1 km

• Earth's Diameter at the Poles: 12,713.5 km

• Average Distance from the Earth to the Sun: 
149,669,180 km

• Average Distance from the Earth to the Moon: 
384,403.1 km



Galaxy moving 
through space @ 
600,000 mph

Orbiting the sun @ 
70,000 mph – varying  
1/9th of an inch every 
18 miles . . .

Rotating @ 1,000 mph



 Right distance from the sun . . . (93 mil. miles)

 Right tilt, 23.5 degrees . . The Earth's axis is not oriented vertically, but is tilted 
by 23.5 degrees. The north end of the axis is always pointed toward the North 
Star as the Earth revolves around the sun. This tilt, combined with its revolution 
around the sun, causes seasonal changes. (When it’s summer in the northern 
hemisphere, it’s winter in the southern, and vice versa.) If the axis was not 
tilted, our year-round climate would be rather boring and many places on earth 
wouldn’t receive much light!

 Right size, surface, & gravity . . .

 Right atmosphere . . .

 Right elements . . . (water)

 Right temperature . . .

 Right crust thickness . . .



Right kind of galaxy – 1 in 1 thousand in 
the universe 

Right kind of star – 1 in 1 billion (sixth of 
the Cosmos) in acceptable galaxies

Right kind of solar system – 1 in 1 
billion in acceptable stars

Right kind of planet – 1 in 10 billion in 
acceptable solar systems



• Job 38:31 “Can you bind the cluster                    
of Pleiades, or loose the belt of                  
Orion?”

– God told Job in +- 2000 BC that the                        
seven stars of Pleiades were bound                      
together and the stars of Orion are not.

– Pleiades used to be called the “seven                 
sisters.”

– We learned [20th century] that the stars                      
of Pleiades are gravitationally bound                         
and the stars of Orion are not.

Constellations



• CAN WE SEE GOD IN 
US?

– YES THE EVIDENCE 
IS IN EVERY CELL 
OF THE HUMAN 
BODY.

– YES THE EVIDENCE 
IS SEEN IN THE 
COMPLEXITY OF 
THE HUMAN BODY!

Romans 1:18-20 (KJV) 
18 For the wrath of God is revealed 
from heaven against all ungodliness 
and unrighteousness of men, who hold 
the truth in unrighteousness; 

19 Because that which 
may be known of God is 
manifest in them; for God 
hath shewed it unto them.  

The King James Version, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge) 1769.



• IN EVERYTHING 
AROUND US GOD 
IS CLEARLY SEEN.

• ONLY THE 
DISHONEST WILL 
REJECT THE VERY 
EVIDENCE RIGHT 

UNDER THEIR 
NOSES.

Romans 1:18-20 (NKJV)  
20 For the invisible things 
of him from the creation 
of the world are clearly 
seen, being understood 
by the things that are 
made, even his eternal 
power and Godhead; so 
that they are without 
excuse: The King James Version, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge) 1769.



Psalm 139:13-16 (NKJV)  

For You formed my inward parts; You 
covered me in my mother's womb. [14] I will 
praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully 

made; Marvelous are Your works, And that 
my soul knows very well. [15] My frame was 

not hidden from You, When I was made in 
secret, And skillfully wrought in the lowest 
parts of the earth. [16] Your eyes saw my 

substance, being yet unformed. . . .



“An irreducible complex 
system is one that requires 

several closely matched parts 
in order to function and 

where removal of one of the 
components effectively 

causes the system to cease 
functioning.” 

(Michael Behe, Mere Creation: Science, 
Faith & Intelligent Design” – 178)





“In short, highly sophisticated 
molecular machines control 

every cellular process, 
(transport information, flip 

switches on and off, conduct 
electrical currents, manufacture 
molecules, move around, etc.). 

Thus the details of life are finely 
calibrated, and the machinery of 

life enormously complex.” 
(Michael Behe, Darwin’s Black Box; pg 

4,5)



Some Unique Facts About The Human Body

• If the average man never shaved his beard it would 
grow to over 30 feet during his lifetime, longer 
than a killer whale.

• The brain operates on the same amount of power 
as 10-watt light bulb.

• The human brain cell can hold 5 times as much 
information as the Encyclopedia Britannica.

• In electronic terms is thought to be between 3 or 
even 1,000 terabytes. The National Archives of 
Britain, containing over 900 years of history, only 
takes up 70 terabytes.



Some Unique Facts About The Human Body

• Your brain uses 20% of the oxygen that enters 
your bloodstream. 

• The brain only makes up about 2% of our 
body mass. 

• 80% of the brain is water. 

• Babies are born with 300 bones, but by 
adulthood the number is reduced to 206.

• The knee cap is not developed until 4. 

• The strongest muscle in the human body is the 
tongue.



Some Unique Facts About The Human Body

• The largest internal organ is the small 
intestine.  

• Small intestine is actually four times as long 
as the average adult is tall.

• The human heart creates enough pressure to 
squirt blood 30 feet.

• The acid in your stomach is strong enough to 
dissolve razorblades. 

• The human body is estimated to have 60,000 
miles of blood vessels. 



Some Unique Facts About The Human Body

• To put that in perspective, the distance around 
the earth is about 25,000 miles, making the 
distance your blood vessels could travel if laid 
end to end more than two times around the 
earth. 

• The surface area of a human lung is equal to a 
tennis court.

• Feet have 500,000 sweat glands and can 
produce more than a pint of sweat a day.

• During your lifetime, you will produce enough 
saliva to fill two swimming pools. 





Sir Francis Crick:

An honest man, armed with all the 
knowledge available to us now, 

could only state that in some sense, 
the origin of life appears at the 

moment to be almost a miracle, so 
many are the conditions which 
would have had to have been 

satisfied to get it going
(Crick, Francis (1981), Life Itself: Its Origin and 
Nature p. 88, (New York: Simon and Schuster).



Sir Francis Crick:

“. . . But this should not be 
taken to imply that there are 

good reasons to believe that it 
could NOT have started on 

earth by a perfectly 
reasonable sequence of fairly 
ordinary chemical reactions.”
(Crick, Francis (1981), Life Itself: Its Origin and 
Nature p. 88, (New York: Simon and Schuster).



“The theory that life was assembled 
by an intelligence has, we believe, a 
probability vastly higher than that. 
Indeed such a theory is so obvious 
one wonders why it is not widely 
accepted as being self evident.”

Rejected Darwinist evolution in favor of 
panspermia,

Hoyle, Sir Fred, and Chandra 
Wickramasinghe, Evolution from Space, 

1984, p. 148. 



“Life cannot have had a random 
beginning – Troops of monkeys 
thundering away on random  
typewriters could not produce             
the works of Shakespeare, for             
the practical reason that the whole 
universe is not large enough to contain 
the necessary hordes of monkeys, or the 
necessary typewriters and certainly not 
the wastepaper baskets required for the 
depositions of the wrong attempts. The 
same is true for living materials.”



Self-organization or evidence of Design? 

Even the 
simplest of life 

forms are highly 
sophisticated 

pieces of 
biological 

machinery. 

A cell magnified a 1000 million times

Billions of non-living parts - over 5 million non-flying parts in Boeing 747

(the power plant)

(protein modification plant)

(Dump & recycling plant)

(protein building plant)



“If it could be 
demonstrated that any 
complex organ existed 

which could not possibly 
have formed by numerous, 

successive, slight 
modifications, my theory 
would absolutely break 

down.” 
(Charles Darwin, Origin of Species, 6th ed. 
(1998: New York Univ. Pres - pg – 154)



““The information content 
of a simple cell has been 

established as around 1012 
bits, comparable to about a 

hundred million pages of 
the Encyclopaedia

Britannica” (22:966). 
(1997), “Life,” Encyclopaedia

Britannica (NewYork:
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.), 22:964-981.

Hmmmm
…

If Only It 
Was Not 

so 
Complex!
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Psalm 92:4-5 (NKJV)  

For You, Lord, have made me glad 
through Your work;  I will triumph in the 

works of Your hands.  [5] O Lord, how 
great are Your works! Your thoughts are 

very deep. 

Psalm 104:24 (NKJV)  

O Lord, how manifold are Your works!

In wisdom You have made them all.

The earth is full of Your possessions--
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